Welcome to Seoul National University Hall

SNU Hall is where you can see the past, present, and future of the Seoul National University at one glance.

SNU Hall is open to everyone.

Seoul National University Museum

Hours of Operation: Monday - Saturday: 10:00 - 17:00
Location: Building #70
Fee: Free

Seoul National University Museum shares its beginning with the foundation of Seoul National University in 1946. Its wide-ranging exhibition includes approximately 7,200 pieces which encompass vestiges of the Stone Age as well as paintings by the renowned Korean artist, Kim Hong-do, also known as Barmwoon.

Kyujanggak

Hours of Operation: Monday - Saturday: 09:30 - 17:30
Location: Building #103 (Exhibition: B1)
Fee: Free

Kyujanggak was originally founded in 1776 as a royal library in the palace, and relocated to SNU in 1992 for academic research. Kyujanggak has over 260,000 historic items including the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty and the Diary of the Office of Royal Secretaries, both of which have been designated UNESCO World Documentary Heritage.

Museum of Art

Hours of Operation: Tuesday - Sunday: 10:00 - 18:00
Location: Building #51
Fee: 2,000-3,000 won

SNU Museum of Art (MoA) is in a unique building designed by Rem Koolhaas. Located next to the main gate, MoA links the campus to the local community. It regularly holds contemporary art exhibitions.

Jahayeon

Location: between Building #1 and #109

‘Jahayeon’ literally means ‘pond surrounded by purple mist’. Locating in the center of the campus, the pond presents picturesque scenes in every changing season.

SNU Promenade

Location: 1st promenade from the School of Business to Jahayeon 2nd promenade from the old College of Engineering to the University Library

The promenade connects the large campus with brick pavement and beautiful trees lining the walkways. It was made in 2005 and 2006 replacing asphalt walkways.

Media Wall

A large screen on the wall provides visitors with a wide range of information on Seoul National University— including detailed history, its education and research activities, and outreach programs.

Unique to SNU

SNU’s special collections of rare items and outstanding research outcomes are exhibited and explained here.

Lounge

The lounge displays a collection of celebrity visitors’ messages to SNU. Visitors can also leave messages in a digital guest book.

Introduction

The lobby has a multi screen video display which continuously shows photos and videos of vibrant campus life. The Stairway of History leads visitors to the 2nd floor.

History

In this space visitors can see the history of the University in chronological order from 1895 to the present.

Honors

Honorable names of the distinguished alumni and the members of SNU community who were awarded for devoting their lives to education, research and social contributions are all listed here.